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  Editorial 
Yet another season has 

passed by, fall, in all its 

beautiful shades. The 

PDEng trainees have 

been keeping busy, some 

with exams, some with 

projects. They also orga-

nized some social events 

and company visits. A trip 

to Barcelona, promoting 

the PDEng was organized. 

The first town-hall 

meeting was conducted 

by the DIDEA. All this in 

this edition of the news-

letter, Hope you enjoy it!  

 

P R O F E S S I O N A L  D O C T O R A T E  I N  E N G I N E E R I N G  

DIDEA travelled in the last weekend of October to a 

couple of universities in Barcelona to promote the 

PDEng. One representative from each track, together 

with the coordinator of the Process and Equipment 

Design programme, Mahsa Hajivandi went to Univer-

sitat Autònoma de Barcelona(UAB) and Universitat 

Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC). The agenda for the 

event included a presentation made by the PDEng trainees about TU Delft and what PDEng 

and DIDEA are. After a coffee break, Mahsa shortly presented the application process to 

the PDEng and other practical procedures. Finally the most fun part of the event arrived: 

The marshmallow challenge! The rules were easy: each team has 20 spaghettis, 1 meter 

tape, 1 meter string and 1 marshmallow. The goal is to build the tallest free standing             

structure with one condition that the marshmallow must be on the top.   Everything had to 

be done in 15 min. The winning group was formed by 3 students from the UPC with a free-

standing tower of 58 cm. Finally, to wrap up, all went together for some food and drinks 

and informal information exchange.  

DIDEA in Barcelona 

Town-hall Meeting 

For a continuous improvement in the functioning of the PDEng program in TU delft, a Town-

hall was arranged by the DIDEA, among the trainees, track (PED/BPE/CPD) coordinators, su-

pervisors and the program director. It was an effort to address  concerns and ideas, have an 

effective discussion and exercise tangible improvements in the trainee program. It was an 

intense 90 minutes that involved exchange of valuable suggestions pertaining to the working 

atmosphere, working style of trainees, an efficient flow of information among all the employ-

ees and a horizontal development in the trainees through proper selection of courses.  It was 

a well appreciated cordial initiative taken between the DIDEA and program director to give 

each other an opportunity in voicing one’s opinions. This meeting certainly adds progressive 

value to the existing PDEng program. 
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My Experience in Individual Design Project 
- Melanie Storr, Chemical Product Design Trainee 

Our group design project aims to recover valuable product(s) from dairy residue 

streams. These product(s) find applications in food, pharmaceutical and dietary supple-

ment industries. The objective is to design and evaluate chemical-free process options 

for processing dairy residues. The main focus of the project is to maximize yield of the 

most valuable product and simultaneously ensure a cost-efficient and sustainable pro-

cess design.   

We as a team of three process design engineers and a product designer evaluated 

different process technologies; with the current processing method being the base case. Following that, we conceptual-

ized a good number of process flow schemes meeting the objectives, which were further screened and evaluated. The 

emphasis was on the selection of a less complex and chemical-free process with a higher economic   potential. In this 

way, we aim to achieve a process scheme with lower operational cost (under a greenfield approach) which could be 

developed further in the next 10 years. The most valuable product is to be recovered with a purity of 99% and should 

meet the food grade standards. Currently, the team is finalizing the conceptual process design and the techno-

economic potential of the proposed technology.  

Here’s a gist about the company where I am pursuing my design project. 

The company: DSM is a global player in chemistry. Their products range from food supplements 

over animal food to performance polymers.  

Dyneema: The crown jewel of the DSM Material Science business unit is Dyneema, the strongest  

fibre of the world. The secret of Dyneema relies in its production process where high molecular 

weight polyethylene molecules are oriented along the fibre axis, which results in ultra-high strength polymer fibres. 

Products: DSM Dyneema produces the fibre in a small unobtrusive hall in Heerlen. Customers purchase the yarn and con-

tinue the processing of the fibre into a product such as ropes, body armour, performance apparel or air cargo container  

DSM people: The company DSM Dyneema strongly collaborates with a few hundred smart scientists from other DSM ma-

terial science units. Everyone is motivated to share knowledge, willing to help and easy to work with. I am glad to have 

worked with many smart scientists and product developers. 

 Useful: A very useful tool I am applying in my project is the statistical design of experiment (doe). This algorithm reduces 

the number of experiments and at the same time it ensures that the outcome is statistically meaningful.  

        Group Design Project 
   Vignesh Sangamesh Venkatesan, Amol Jadhav, Angelo Checchi and Francisco Caparros 
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The best food from all around the globe! 

 

Some of the PDEng trainees ventured into Go karting 

at Race Planet, Kleveringweg, Delft.  The event was 

organized by the social committee and saw 16 train-

ees participate. After a short briefing on the safety 

rules, we were all set to zoom into the race track. 

Karting down the three storeyed track with slopes 

and sharp u-bends was super-exciting; at least for 

those who knew how to drive! Yes! We had some 

first timers who pushed the accelerator instead of the brakes, leading to a woeful Monday. For the rest, it brought 

out the competitive spirit and made it an eventful race. Some left the track with nearly broken necks and dizzy 

heads, and yet enjoyed the adrenaline rush. The trainees later spent the evening at Kobus Kuch, with some beers 

and fresh mint tea, before calling it a night.  

P D E N G   N E W S L E T T E R  

 

The thrill of the chase -Go Karting! 

The traditional international dinner of the PDEng is one of the perks of being in this multi-cultural environment. This 

event, organised by the social committee brings together different tastes of food and more importantly all the train-

ees under one roof. The hall in Leeghwaterstraat ably accommodated the trainees for this event. This year saw food 

from Europe, South America, North America, Asia and Africa with different cuisines and traditions. Prebranac, 

paneer butter masala,  Polvo no forno, salmorejo, bubble tea, basboosa, fried cabbage, fried noodles, empanada 

gallega (also vegetarian) were some of the popular items on the menu. Coincidentally one of our trainees, Dhaval, 

was celebrating his birthday, so the dinner ended with a yummy oreo cake that he had baked. The event included 

music, dance and was the perfect night off before the exam period.  

 



UPCOMING EVENTS 

Visit to Shell  
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PDEng-PhD Meet Christmas/Sinterklaas Dinner Skating Event 
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Sponsored by 

Visits to Applikon Biotechnology an 3M 

The DIDEA organized a company visit to Applikon which is a developer and 

supplier of bioreactor systems on September 28th. Applikon was founded 

in 1973 as a subsidiary of a glass manufacturer and has its head quarter 

now in Delft, close to the TU Delft campus. 

At the beginning, the DIDEA had the chance to promote the PDEng        

program to Applikon and some of its employees. Afterwards, Applikon 

presented the company and its focus on the customers’ needs that       

include initial screening stages up to full-scale productions. Not only are 

Applikon products used but also systems from other manufacturers are 

included in order to provide customer-specialized solutions. The               

company’s presentation was followed by a tour through the newly        

expanded facility.  

A short case study introduced us to the kind of problems Applikon faced. 

In a creative way we had to come up with ideas that would solve the problems of condensation and evaporation in 

a specific micro-bioreactor. Finally, the PDEngs had the chance to meet and talk to some employees of Applikon. A 

few PDEng alumni are working now in Applikon as process engineers and could share their experience and advice.  

The DIDEA also organized another company visit in September to the 3M innovation center in Delft. 3M presented 

the company, their innovation timeline and new purification methods. Lastly, after the presentation, the PDEngs 

had the chance to meet and talk to some employees of 3M, who shared their experiences; some of which were 

from the PDEng alumni who are currently working in 3M.  
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